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Market News
In Kentucky

Murray, Kentucky, Saturday Afternoon, Dec. 18, 1948

Murray Takes Seventh Win 01 MRS. HENDRICKS
PASSES AWAY AT
Season;Hazel,Hardin,'Almo
HOME FRIDAY
Win In Close Contests Here

Aborigines Walk
300 Miles For
A Smoke

109

RIM

MURRAY POPULATION —
8,000

Vol. XX; No. 156

Car Wreck Last N:
0
-ht
c.
s
.131dacd
Injures One
Badly
Bruises Five More

On the basis of reports from 21
.its
of the 25 burley tobacco markets
Mrs R. W. leendricks, 77, passed
in Kentucky. the state average
awaf last evening at 3:15 at her
Thursday was $46.38. This is a gain
home near Flint Baptist Church on
of thirteen cents over the previous
day's sales. Thursday's sales were
Murray route 2. Complications after
an illness of four years was the
10 million, six hundred 58 thousand, eight hundred pounds. This
cause of her death.
Murray State College took her
New Concord (29)
brought growers four million, nine seventh straight victory last night
She is survived by her husband,
Forwards: Winchester 8, Williams
hundred 56 thousand, nine hundred by swamping Delta State 65 to
R. W. Hendricks, two daughters,
33.1 8, Valentina 2.
seven dollars and 12 cents.
Mrs. Virgil Walston, Murray route
Shortly after game time the I Center: Florman 6.
Markets which failed to report score stood at 13-11 for the 'Breds! Guards: Finley 4, Steel
2. Mrs. George Marine, Kirksey;
•
1.
their sales were Paducah, Somerset. arid Coach Hodges pulled his starttwo brothers. Walter Blakeley,
• An accident
and Springfield.
Murray route 2, and Gipp Blakely
occurred last night
ing lineup and sent in a new quinWith a half time score of Kirksey
of Hazel; several nieces and nephEleven markets showed gains in tet. The game picked up and at 23 end Alm() 13, Almo
at 6:00 o'clock east of
put on the
Murray on
ews, seven grandchildren and eight
yesterday's averages and four had halftime the score was 26-14.
'screws and climbed to a 39-31 vica hill just beyond the Elm
Grove
substantially higher prices. RichFRANKFORT-The old habit that great grandchildren.
Hodges sent in fourteen men in tory.
church, involving a truck
mond, with an average of 50 70 per all as the 'I3reds kept
She was a member of the Flint
and a
a good mar! Almo's Lovett paced his team's wives have of snitching change
19$0 Ford.
hundred pounds had an increase gin to play from.
LONDON- Britairas Christmasscoring with 10 points, Os did Beach from their husband's-pockets may Baptist Church. The funeral will
of 3.27. Mt. Sterling was up 1.65 to
be held at Flint today at 2:00 p.m.
The lineups:
According to State Police the vefor Kirksey.
week
ration
was saved today when
be in for a change ife•Kautucky.
47.21. Owensboro advanced 1.84 to
with the Rev. Lloyd Wilson and
Score by quarters:
hicles sideswiped one
Murray (65)
8.000
tons
of
Argentine
47.53. and Covington, which had
another at
Rev
meat
LOUISVIL
Leon
Winchester officiating.
arThe State Court of Appeals ruled
LE-The average price
0 13 27 39
Forwards: Herrold 3, Frank, Ca- Almo
the top of the hill. An
rived in the port of London.
the smallest sale of the season of
Bruial will be in Almo cemetery.
for
internaburley
today
tobacco
that
a
wife
Kirksey
can
on
be
convicted
7 16 21. 31
Kentucky
any market, gained 5.30 for an ave- vender 8, Stephenson 6, Lampley 4,
tional truck containing
Pallbearers will be nephews and
An official says the meat cargoes markets
Lineups:
Charles
yesterday fell to a new low
Clippard 2.
of
stealing
from
her
husband...
Vs..
'
rage of 44.40. The only market to
nieces will act as flower girls.
of three ships would almost fill the
Shroat and Cletus Dodd, both
of
The ruling came in the case of
Almo (39)
Centers: Snow ,4 Davis 13, Myers
show an advance was Carrollton,
Mrs. Hendricks had been a faith- weekly meat ration for half of point for tire 'season $45.93 per Murray route
2, collided with a
Forwards: Phillips 6. Hargis 8. Florence Fugate. Martin County, ful church member of the
where the average was 46.87, an 2.
Wades- Britain. The balance will be fill- hundredweight.
1939 Ford containing Jack Roberts,
Guards: Alexander 4, Purcell 4, Ellis 3.
advance of 65 cents. Greensburg's
This figure was 45 cents under driver. Wayne
who was convicted of stealing bore and Flint Baptist Church for ed from home grown, continental
Darnell, 18, James
Center: Miller 5.
average • was three dollars lower to Loughary 8. McKee 4. Dick 3.
54 years, and was born and reared and empire stocks.
the
previous low for the season, Lee Darnell, 24, and Gerald Hol$1500,
an
automobile
and
other
pro- in that community.
Guards: Lovett 10, Ray 7.
Delta (33)
41.41 and Danville lost 2.21 to averButchers' supplies of home set last
land, 17.
Wednesday.
perty from ise
.
!Chime)
r husband. She was
Forwards: Rakestraw 3. Sauter!
, (31)
age 4684.
The J. H. Churchill
Funeral grown turkeys, ducks and chickens
James Roberts was seriously in-Forwards: Carson 4, Edwards 5, sentenced to a year in jail.
The
high
market
On the Green River tobacco mar- I, Robbins 4.
yesterday was
Home is in charge Of arrangements. for the Christmas trade are almost
jured as his head pushed through
Center: Usrey 7
Centers: Boggs 6, Cochran 2
kets at Henderson, Madisonville.
gone. But London's big Smithfield Danville, with an average price of
The woman was given a new trial
the window of the automobile and
Guards: Adams 5, Beach 10.
Guards: McKinney 3. Ricks 10.
and Owensboro the average price
market, still has a good supply of $48.80. Lexington averagea
today, but only on the grounds that
$48.71, the car came to rest on top of
yesterday was 26.70, a gain' of 33 Hodges 1, Ray 2. Baker, Guimes 1.
his
poultry from Ireland, Australia, Po- and Maysville, with more than
a head. The car had to be lifted to reimproper evidence had been admitcents ahead of Wednesday's aveKENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL
land, Hungary and Uruguay.
million pounds sold, averaged $43.- move him
from
the vehicle.
Hazel pulled a fourth quarter
rages. Henderson led in the day's
ted in her earlier one.
BASKETBALL SCORES
61.
It was feared that a clot would
price increase. The market went sprint last night to take Lynn
Male
Average
53
•
prices
Columbia
for
34
most leaf sold form and add complications
up 3.28 to average 27.87. Northern Grove 47-42 Lynn Grove' led for
to his
on burley tobacco markets Friday
Central City 59 Manual 49
fire cured tobacco sales at Madison- three quarters but did not stand
condition; however reports this
Almo 39 Kirksey*31
were
steady to slightly lower while morning
-The one millionth rural telephone
ville were one thousand three hun- against the fourth quarter push
said that his condition was
some low tips and nondescript dis- good
Bandana 54 Reidland 47
to be added by the Bell System
dred 45 pounds for a total of one of the Lions.
and no permanent injury was
played slight increases. Prices for
Muriel>. 54 Memphis Central 45
since the war was placed in service
Brandon plunked in 17 for Hazel
hundred 89 thousand dollars and
probable.
lugs flying were firm.
Okolona 48 Valley 47
today in the farm home of W. J.
seventy cents. This figured to a with Taylor next with 16. D DarHickman 49 Wickliffe 44
The most noticeable change on
Pace, in the bright leaf tobacco
fourteen dollar and 10 cents ave- nell
and B Howard tied with 18
DALLAS, Texas--The girl stood the market was an increase
section of North Carolina, thirteen
in the
rage.
each for Lynn Grove.
Darwin. Australia-The man who
poised on a viaduct in chinas, Texas, proportion of low grades and
KENTUCKY COLLEGE
miles from Burlington.
Lets take a look at some of the
Score by quarters:
nonwalked a mile for a cigarette is a
for
a
breathless
BASKETBA
LL
moment.
descript as compared with the preThe telephone was installed by
livestock markets in Kentucky.
Hazel
5 16 27 47
piker compared to a group of
Then
she
leaped.
vious day. Medium and lower qualthe Southern Bell Telephone and
Good quality fat steers sold from Lynn Grove
Kentucky Wesleyan 66 Cedar- Aborigines
11 17 29 42
Eight feet later she struck the ities made up around 80
Telegraph Company. one of the
25 to 24 dollars per hundred pounds
per cent
Lineups:
ville 65
_Sixty ot them and their wives Aeaociated Companies of the Bell ground, still soft from heavy rains. of the baskets marketed. The proon the Murray Livestock market
Evansville 71 Morehead 61
Hazel (47)
Was it a suicide attempt?
have just reached Darwin. Austra- System.
blem of tobacco in unsafe order
Baby beeves were 20 to 26. Fat
Forwards: Taylor 16, Lamb 6.
Louisville 73 Marshall 64 (KanLOUISVILLE - The state fire
Railway express workers who continued to slow up sales
lia, after a 300-mile trek in search
With the addition of these milcows 16 to 19 and canners and cutat some Marshal.
Center: Davenport 6.
sas City Invitational)
Frank D. Crutcher, has
saw
her
lying
on
of
the
tobacco.
ground
points.
took
It
was
lien
telephones,
new
also reported that
there are now
is re Imre 11 to 16.90. Witt cows sob*
Guards: Benaulasa-Lisasognisole-4 . Mitrriov .ate 65 Delta Stale 33
A few weeks ago. the 'natives erper eent-lnore Bell System tele- her 10 a hospital, apparently, uncon- spore baskets in au unsound con- mofed to prevent a possible mafrom 73 to 230 dollars per head,
Morris Harvey 93 Union 02
Lynn Grove (42)
jor tragedy in Kentucky by startlearned that their local shop at a phones serving rural areas than scious.
dition were on the sales.
Fancy vealers sold at 34. Number
Centre 51 Rose Poly 36
Forwards Dunaway. H Howard.,
She 'revived" at the hospital, but
mission 100 miles sway from their there were on V-J Day. As the reOn Thursday, gross sales on all ing the close supervision of crowds
one vealers were 32.50. number B. Howard 18
GAMES TONIGHT
at athletic contests and in theatres.
indicated that she had lost her markets amounted to
two vealers 27 50 and throwouts
Kentucky vs. St. John's 'Madi- village was out of tobacco. They sult of the record performance of
17,646,973
Centers: F. Darnell, G Rogers 4
The marshal says the first acvoice.
picked
pounds
their
spears
up
knapand
and
the
Bell
Companies
averaged
and
active
the
from seven to 23.25_ Hogs brought
$46.50.
son
Garden)
The
Square
Guards: T. Howard 2, F. Miller,
tivity to come under the tightenHospital attendants and police average was up eight
sacks and set out for Darwin.
rural
building
programs
21.25 for weights from 160 la-230 D. Darnell 18, Somers.
of
cents
*
other
Georgetown vs. Xavier
from
Paris.
The Native Affairs Branch in telephone companies, about 45 per went into a huddle. Solemnly, they the previous day. Through Thurs- ed regulations will be basketball
pounds. Sows brought up to 1825.
Kentucky)
Darwin
supplied them with to- cent of the farms of the country told her they were going to give day, season sales totaled 303,460.922 games.
Poultry. Heavy fowl brought 27
Evansville at Er -tern
The New Concord Redbirds trailher a "truth serum." But they didn't pounds for an average
Crutcher says he doesn't want to
of $47.97 per
cents per pound at London while ed the Hardin Blue Eagles last
Western vs. Washington and Less bacco, as well as clothing coupons now have telephone service.
be a killjoy. but he points out that
say it was made of sugar and a hundred.
for those who arrived with no
leghorns sold at 22 cents and night in a close hard fought game. Louisville)
sedative.
in many cases high school and colroosters at 14. Other London prices which ended 36-29.
Louisville vs. Beloit i Kansas City clothing at all.
The girl suddenly regained her
lege gymnasiums are overcrowded
They will have to wait for the
included; Current receipa eggs.
Siress led the field for Hardin' Xiaritational)
voice before the serum could be
for basketball games, and in some
end of the wetpvien before starting
50 cents per deren; cream, 55 to de with 22 points. Winchester and
Centre at Oaklind City
used. She began talking.
cases exits have been blocked or
their
return
journey.
cents per pound; milk, four dol- Williams paced the Redbirds
Union
at
Alderson-B
roaddus.
scur
Seems the girl, a waitress, had
even barred and locked. This is
lars 75 cents per hundred pounds, mg with 8 points each.
TOKYO-You take a combination quarreled with her boy friend.
especially true at tournaments,
And
Young
Good
but
timothy hay 32 to 35 dollars per
STANKY
TO RECEIVE
Score by quarters:
of wine, politics, and women . . . she wanted to make him sorry
where supporters of four or more
for
MARYSVILLE. Kan. 41:Pi-Kanton and corn, 1.25 to 1.50 per bu- Hardin ... .
wrap 'em up in a Japanese kimono her.
.. 11 19 28 36 OPERATION TODAY
teams are jammed into one arena.
sas' youngest court reporter is
shel.
New Concord .. ._ 9 14 20 29
.
.
season
with
a
little
temper
...
Second baseman Eddie Stanky, of ranked as one of
The fire marshal warns that hazPrices in the Owensboro market
the best Edwin and you've
Lineups:
got the makings of a
the Boston Braves, is scheduled to J. Dierking. 18. in an
Chinese First Again
NEW YORK-The only daughter ards to public safety must be rewere:
internation
al
first class war in Tokyo.
Hardin (36)
undergo an operation in Mobile. Gregg shorthand contest
HONGKONG (UP)-Mark up an- of the late President Roosevelt has moved, and he adds that crowds
Number two white corn. 1.26 per
for high
Forwards: Wathen 4, Siress 22. Ala.. today to correct a bone chip
It all started when a woman other first for the Chinese.
They a new job.
must be held to a size that can be
school students. ranked 20th out
bushel and number two yellow York.
member of the Japanese House of were the first to use fingerprint
•
in his right ankle.
Mrs John Boettiger, the former handled in an emergency.
s
of some 35.000 participants. He can
corn. 1.21; number two wheat 2.24
Representat
Center: Pritchard 5.
ives-Mrs.
Haruye
Yaas
Stankey
a
means
entered Providence hoe. handle witnesses speaking
of identification. 0.0. Anna Roosevelt, has become editor
The marshal's office has sent
to 2 26; soybeans grain.2.30. In the
up to nmshita-had a couple of nips of
Guards: Ross 2, Thompson 3.
pital last night.
Griffith. fingerprint expert of the of a national monthly magazine, questionnaires to principals
225 words a minute.
live au...a.e eetrket fryers, broilers,
of
sake-a potent Japanese wine. Fi- Singapore police, said the
Chinese "The Woman."
schools having gym floors. He reroasters, and heavy fowl were 35 to
nance Minister Izumiyama, also a used fingerprints as signatures
The announcement was made ports that one out of five of the
and
36 cents per pound; light fowl 28 to
little tipsy. got amorous.
on seals more than 2.000 years ago. jointly yesterday by Mrs Boettiger principals overestimated
30 rents; roosters. 20 to 22: and
the safe
The upshot was that Mrs. Yaand the magazine's publisher, Tom capacity of their gymnasiums.
ducks 25 cents. Guineas sold at 40
mashita sported a black and blue
Much
Labor
for
Little
Farrell,
• cents each.
The state law gives the marshal
mark on her chin where the fiWICHITA, Kan. UP 1-Thieves
Mrs. Hoettiger was associate edi- authority to regulate any crowd of
The egg market at Cincinnati
mince minister bit her. And the huffed and puffed to pick up. load tor of
the Seattle Post-Intelligencer more than 100 persons. And it sets
was steady this morning and recfinance minister got the sack-.out and haul away a thousand pounds for
several years and has long up fines and prison terms for peript of graded eggs was reported to
of
cabinet
the
and
out
of
seat
his
in
of scrap iron. Police said the loot been engaged in newspaper
be light. Purchases of extras were
and sons guilty of permitting overparliament.
was worth only $23.
unchanged to one and one-half
magazine editorial work
crowding.
Now
forty-five
women leadersWe've good news for the Christ- sell under four dollars.
cents higher. The Cincinnati live
sequins, costing under four dollars. members
of the court of domestic
Almost all perfume makers are
poultry market was firm on turkey mas shopper whose gift lst is so
And both sexes, aged two to six. relations.
say Mrs. Yamashita is
hens and light weight toms. The long that he or she wonders whet- showing small, pocket or purse size will like the reversible suits
of just as much to blame as the fiher
budget
the
can
be
stretched
to
containers of perfumes this year. cotton, rayon and wool
trade was bidding for supplies and
knit
fleece. nance minister. She should get the
One maker has attached a small indoilka.in winter, or
prices ranged from unchanged to meet it.
for outdoors sack too.
You can give everyone on your ball shaped container
We're getting some early fire- so that the firms which need
two to three cents higher. Heavy
to a chain on mild days. They're reversible
im- business controls, will find this an
In a iatter to a radio station the works on the simmering dispute proverrsent
weight toms had a weak market list a Merry Christmas and still bracelet in simulated gold, to sell for long wear, and cost
and expansion can't inexcapable factor in the problems
under
four
women
not
said:
"The
spend
fact
over five dollars for any under five.
that a drun- whether the next congress should get investors to
and a few sold at two cents lower.
enter the field.
dollars for each two piece set.
they are called up on to solve."
ken finance minister and a woman increase taxes on corporations.
celaneous gifts costing under five
The receipt of all turkeys was light one gift.
In the long run, he said, this
For the men on your under-five
When Greer was finished, the
cabinet member caused such unTo prove it, we've paged several that'll please the woman
Frequent
clashes
are
developing
Broilers and fryers were barely
would
hurt
on your list, the gift selection is just ,as
industry. the, govern- sharpe cleavage within the comprecendented disgrace makes it im- between Republican and Democra- ment
steady, while the bulk of live pout- stores and come up with a variety list. For example, she might like varied. If he likes to read
and the wage earners.
mittee on any proposal to increase
in bed, possible for us to look
the world tic-members of the joint eccinornic
a flat, gilt-metal sewing case, purse he might like a small
try was steady, with receipts mod- of suggestions..
Said Greer:
corporation taxes, became evident
plug-in light squarely in the
First, we'll talk about the "un- size, fitted with six colors of
face."
subcommitt
ee
holding
hearings
erate for a good demand.
in
thread that clamps on the back of a book,
"It won't help wage earners to in this exchange:
Washington now.
Let's take a brief look at prices der five" bracket for women. The and needles. Or if she entertains a costing under three.
have money to spend unless there
The subcommittee
chairman-$5,101
list
includes
LIMIT
everything
WILL
AFFECT
NOT
Some
from
of
the verbal barbs are
sew- lot. give her handy luncheon mats.
paid on some major livestock yards
are more goods to spend it on, and Senator Flanders, Republican
If he travels a lot, give him a PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
of
sharp and point to a bitter fight in
• of interest to Kentucky Farmers. ing kits to luncheon place mats, with currier-and ives reproductions
there
won't be more goods unless Vermont-Asked if he might say
Frankfort-The Kentucky Cour the next congress, if any attempt
on the seater-repellent top. The small battery set into' which his
At Chicago, hogs were slightly from button hooks to scarves.
the nation's factories can be re- a few words.
Generally speaking, the gifts of bottoms are cork-based.
is made to increase taxes on corelectric razor will plug. Or, why of Appeals has ruled-that the Lex
lower this morning, with butchers
built and re-equipped as they wear
Senator O'Mahoney, Democrat of
under 220 pounds selling at 21.50 lingerie and accessories such as
For the house she might like not a pair of folding dark goggles, ington-Fayette County Board of porations.
out."
Wyoming, who is slated to become
Health can pay its health officer
Yesterday was a good example..
to 22.25_ That's about 50 cents un- purses and gloves, are going to fatthful copies of early American with two sets
of
lenses,
for
or
day
other
In
words, it won't do the chairman of the full committee
more than $5,000 per year. The
Howard C. Greer, vice-president
it this year. porringers, of pewter-like and non.
der yesterday's market averages. cost a little over our
night driving, costing under four
Court held that he is a public em- and general manager of Kingan and consumer any good to have higher next month, nodded and joshed
Heavier weights were steady to 25 although a careful Mopper may tarnishable metal. Or for her dresdollars
complete
with
plastic
case. ployee rather than a public officer Company, Indianapolis meat pack- income if there's only the same Flanders saying: "You're the chaircents lower at Indianapolis. Prices find good buys for less. Capeskin sing room. an earring case of raDespite all the jokes about same,
amount of goods on the market. man now."
-hence, not subject to the consti- er.e' was testifying.
were 21.50 to 22 and St. Louis the gloves still can be found _for under yon satin in pink, blue and other ties
and
socks
are perennial fav- tutional salary
He warned that increased taxes The result then will be that prices
limit.
bulk of good and choice 180 to 220 five. Multi-colored or plain scarves, colors, to cost under two dollars. orites
Flanders. choosing hii words
for
the gift shopper. Ties get
"an
corporation
pound butchers were steady in so fashion-right tucked in the neck
would
deprive will be pushed up, so that he'll carefully and puffing slowly on his
Scatter jewel- pins are popular even wilder
in
design,
and
this
have
the
same
or
even
less
his
for
of
suits
coats,
and
cost
anywhere and cost anywhere from one dolfirms of money needed to repair
price for the most part with Thurpipe said:
year many of them are inspired by
from two dollars up. And nylon lar trei.
warn down plants, replace equip- money.
sday's average at 21.50 to 22.25.
"The impression has been growworks at various art galleries. One
hosiery falls within our economy
"To make this possible"-that is
ent and expand,the only way,
If she's the ultra-mat type, give concern is
,*
ing on me that there's getting to be
featuring bow ties, made
bracket.
he said, to increase production and to rebuild and re-equip the naher a pocket-sized gilt metal cyl- to collar
less juice in corporations. And that
size and without the machLuxury soaps, toilet waters and inder, topped with an imitation
tion's factories to expand producexpand our economy.
inery in back for fastehing, to cost
the coming congress will have as
colognes generally can be found pearl, into which is tucked
tabn_there
Greer
must
gave
be
his
profits
own
company
sufas
a small under four dollars.
take under advisement that maybe
Ira a favorite scent for under five whisk broom.
an example. He admitted the firm ficient either to provide th2 necesthere's no more juice to be gotten."
Mufflers, suspenders, belt buckdollars. And some of the manicurhas been doing "relatively" well sary capital from inside the busiFor that rainy day, give her a les and such
BUFFALO. N. Y . Its just like
It was clear Flanders was refercan be had on a buding sets and cosmetics kits are good pair of wrap-around rubbers
ness
lately.
or
to
attract
But
the
additional
profit margin, he
nvest- ring to the proposal
in col- get. And if he's a smoker, prize him
old times in Buffalo, New York, buys under five.
of Senator
ment
insisted,
from
still is so narrow that it
outside the business."
orful, plaid waterproof fabric, with filter cigaret
O'Mahoney that a new excess proholder of aluminum,
jail--Bert Mograss is back On the subject of perfume, one a small purse of the same
hasn't been able to set aside enough
And
citing
figures
material.
from
his
own
under
its tax be imposed on corporations,
three dollars; or, there are
Bert has been convicted for the maker has packed
money to maintain needed repairs, company and from the meat
her best selling
For evening wear, she might like several pipe tobacco
inO'Mahoney shot back that the
91st time. In the 41 years of his odor in either a
mixtures still
replace worn out equipment and dustry as a whole, Greer concluded:
snow man or snow a book-shaped evening purse in
in the inexpensive bracket.
government cannot run into the red
life. Mograss has paid two-hundred- woman, to sell under
and expand - its operations because
five. The faille or satin, with a gold-finish
"All
the
evidence
indicates that again_that it must maietain its
Many. men won't adirnit it, but
15-dollars In fines; seread .430 days same perfume
of increased demand. It has to go in either of these conditions
comes in a red stock- metal frame.
has pre- military establishment, aid foreign
they like some of the good groomin jail; and received...et suspended ing, with a single ermine
for
substantial
borrowing.
tail for
Any
But
even
vailed
teen-aged
during recent years. in countries, pay off interest
girl is pleased ing accessories, such as one mansentences.
on its
an ornament. Another maker has with a gift of white,
this
isn't
too
bad.
He
says
that
the
spite of the apparently high level bonds. And if there's
black, pale ufacturer's set of cologne, afterThis time it's 15 to 30 months for packed three of her
the threat of
low margin of profit, as compared of business profits.
best-smelling pink or pale blue angora gloves. shave powder
Those
respona
deeitcit
and
again,
lotion
O'll.Lahoney
steeling two wrist watches.
for less
will
toilet waters into one package, ti:0 splashed with
with the high cost of replacement, sible for government
snowflake-looking than two dollars.
policy as to plug for some new tax on corporatIs drying up the markets for money taxation, prices,
wage rates, and ions.

Snitching Change
From Husbands
Pocket Is Crime

HINE

er cold with rain beginning
in west portion today. Rain
tonight, possibly beginning as
snow in northeast portion.
afte
Sunday cloudy with rain
ending in west portion by
rnoon.
.1t7hAllataisitagoisgsgibbaltILISA

Christmas Ration Burley Hits
Saved For Britain New Low For
1948 Season -

1,000,000th Rural
Phone Installed By Southern Bell Girl Foiled
In Suicide
Attempt

Watch Crowding Warns State
Fire Marshall

•

•

Japanese Receipe
For Revolution

Daughter of
Roosevelt
Is Editor
-

Good Christmas Gifts Can Be
Found That Are Not Costly

Under The Capitol Dome

•

•

Old Times Again
With Bert Back

MoreShopping
Days 'Tit.
Christmas

•
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•
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•
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

1--THE LEDGER & TIMES

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 18, 19413

WILLIAM IVICE! RATH HAS STORY
PUBLISHED IN COURIER JOURNAL

REMEMBER
—T-1

PUBLISHED BY LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPA.
Consolidation of The 3:i.a-ray Ledger. The Cariosvay Times. and
rimes-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian January 17,
ak...11ERCY WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
JAMIS
WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER

.4.48444.4.

By B. W.

Is it that does not remember
!home—t
old home of younger
Published afternoons excelAtinday at 10$ North 4th SE. Murray, Ky. days' The bsme in some phase or
&MINA. has bI.ep a fruitful theme
Littered at the Post Office, Iterray, Kentucky. for transmission as
for lierature thr
h Many cenSecond Class Matter
turies of civilized li
The most
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. Per week 19c. Per , voluminous as well astle most
and
adjoining counties, per year, $3 50, else- 1 varied treatment of the aarttç and
month. 65c. In Calloway
emery 85 50.
'entt I Its finer isesue'hal been at the h
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE W1TM
CO., 903 Sterick of a poet. This is due to the fact
Memphis. Tenn.: 250 Park Ave. New York; Sr N. Michigan that domesticity is closly bound up
Me, Chicago: 80 Boylston St.. Boston.
with our affectional natures and
touches themes of utility. fancy. TIM KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCATION
attectunentsor association that have
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the 148108 become part and parcel of our
or Public Voiee items which in our opinion are net for the best
lives and cannot be detached from
of cur rowers.
haT. even through a long stretch
of years. Few writers could find a
Saturcia Afternoon, December 18. 1948
topic were it not for the...innocence '
of children. else joys of youth, the
blush and bloeira of maidenhood.
the wisdom of beauty. of old age.'
or the myriad other inspirations
of the home.
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geilty and sentesseed to ming. .
Pending his appeal he was imprisoned in the Murray Jell, where
he was chained to the flour. It was
predicted that Diggs' fellow guere
Iles Would set him free, for•eDiggs
won't never be hanged" was the
boast of the outlaws.
On the day appointee 'for tee
execution a large crowd gathered
to witness the affair. It was a gala
occasion for everyone except Pud
Diggs. John Churchill (Iv.: jailer,
and several guards appeared with
the prisoner. -Just as the little group
came within the shadow of-the gallows a pistol shot rang out. A cry
arose at once, The guerilles have
come to turn Diggs loose"
, Panic ensued and the crowd scat,
tered in every direction; even the
men guarding Diggs ran, all except
Churchill, who was armed with .a
singls-barreled shotgun.
The crowd reassembled later
when it was learned that the shot
was the work of a practical joke?.
Diggs, who had stood unmoved
through it all, paid his debt to
society on the gallows.

About three monies ago, William
Muterath took sonic interesting
material he had found in a history
of Calloway county, partially rewrote it. and sent it to Edwin Finchs
a member of the staff of the
ville "Courier Jeurnal." Mr. Finch'sLouiet
speclel work is a page ,of the Sunday Magazine called ''Kentucky
' All Over," which prints interesting
Items of Kentucky history end folklore received.from persons all over
the state.
Within a few days. William received a stock post card telling
him that his material had been received. After two myths of waiting he began to believe that the
post card would be the only rise
he was going to get cut of Louisville. Then, on Sunday, November
21, lo and behold! There appeared
•
•
a slightly condensed version of his
Evry child has a right to a
story‘ augmented with an illustrahappy childhood . The recollections
tion by the talented Mr. Finch,
of a sunny, childhood is an aulpiei
,
The odd little incident around
nous inheritance and a splendid
which the article was built -is abpreparation for the strain and bursalutely true: and the John ChurchANTI-ATOMIC BOMB NAVAL MANEUVERS — A Barr uda torpedo-bomber prepares to
, dens of life. Go among the subill mentioned is the grandfather sf
land on the flight deck of the British aircraft carrier Illti4rious after a mLIsion "some-',
merged masses in any of our 'larger
Ronald and Max Churchill.
cities and you will find children
where in the Atlantic." A destroyer escort. HMS Rapid, is in'kackground. After studying;
William's article follows:
barren and desolate beyond desthe A-bomb attacks on Japan and the Bikini tests, the British Ifs,vy Is holding maneuvers'',
FALSE ALARM
•
•
.
•
cription. To have this joy crushed
Following the Civil War, Murray
out of a little life is a sorrowful .
Sweden wen the meet and the surrounding territory were
place finis
tragedy that will shadow all
; Switzerland was greatly harassed by roving guerilla
with
82
poi
future. Gray skies will often weep
bands. cOmposed of renegades from
second with 77;
d the Americans
above them in after years: see te
both armies.
picked
up
73
an
one
-quarter
it that, so far as possible. these
"Pud" Diggs, a guerilla from
points.
Some fans argue that sports hit the game's only run seconds later.
• early years are unclouded Let
•
nearby Tennessee, wits accutcd of
The summer games Were quiet calling
an all-time high in '48. Some siisl In the fifth game. Feller just didn't
them have their childhood. George Miller to his door
except for sonic grumbling about one night and
it dipped to a new low.
have it.
• •
shooting him dead,
the
food.
As
expected,
the
AmenDiggs vets arrested, tried, found
Both sides have a case.
Bearden, the. handsome rookie
There is no great amount of hapcans
London
dominated
the
meet.
saw some of the greatest with the ditIy-tioodle knuckler,
piness in the world, even at the! Joe fan
in American history. had it all through the series. Bob The points scored by California
best. that we should risk losing it, spore shows
athletes alone •would have given
also watched seine of the poor- Lemon had two wins and Steve
He
by our own misdeeds and ill nature.
And it was the same story at Gromek one. But it was Beale:len, us the uneflicial team title.
est.
A spark of fire if left to itself will
As it turned out. the U. S. won
the box-office. Some promoters hero of the playoff game. who was
eventually die out, but if it be
richer Others moaned at the the clutch guy. He blanked Euston 37 gold medals, 12 in merit track
got
nursed and fuel added, a great coie;
counting tables.
2-nothing in the third same and and field competition highlighted
flagration
by a near-squabble in the 400-meter
•
An enprecedented playoff for came on in relief to save the series
WI HAVE
WE WILL Ore IT
the American lszigue pennant high- clincher for Lemon. It was a thrill- relay race. The Americans won that t.
race
but
were
disqualified
because
•-• OR IT CAPTT BR HAD
lighted a baseball season which ing finish to a thrilling seeson.
of what. efficialg called "faulty ba•
attracted a record crowd of 21In the winter games at St. Moripassing."
million. our Olympic athletics won tz it looked for a while as if chair- ton
Motion pictures later proved the
bout every gold medal on dis- man Avery Brundage would pull
Tuesday, December 21
games in Lon- otir team out of the competition. officials wrong. And the derision
The following circles of the W. S. play at the summer
golfers
dominated
the in- all because of his feud with the Was reversed with only mild catdon,
our
C. S. of the First Methodist Church
Cur- amateur hockey
scent,
winning
the
ternational
of calls from the sidelines.
association
will meet at 2 30 as follows,
The olympic gamest proved two
-Co America. Beth had entered hockey
Calumet's
breeze.
a
Cup
in
tis
Circle I, Mrs N A. Waldrop,
exciting eve- teams in the games: Both refused things. American athletes still are
chairman. at .the home of Mrs. tatiens guaranteed an
in a class by themselves. And EuroRobert Smith with Mrs. J. T. Robin- son for rasing fans. The -Calumet to withdraw"
pean athletics. Ain weakened by
Cornet- won the triple crown and a
It finally was 'settld
e when the
son as cohosteas.
war-rationing, have ii long way tu
dozen other turf prizes and was olympic 'committee's team
was
MY IDEA —
hailed as the greateo thorough- withdrawn and the AHA played go before catching up
of
a
rood
Christmas
Footb
11
had
so-so
season
everya
Some
0*
War.
bred .since '7Man
without official reesenition.
t 1'
gift is a)cdr'• str.iseripwhere but at the gate. Attendance.
say greater.
Simultaneous with the Amencse was up Iwo .per cent over last year
lion to the local daily
There were just as many disa- squabbling there was aza attempt
which was .a record.
paper
ppointments. Boxing had .Une of its by parties never identified to saboThere
were
last
minute
the usual
THE
worst years. European lighters tage the U. S Bob Sleds. This
VARSITY THEATRE
thrills and upsets. Navy's 21-21 tie
teak home two rich prises, the American display of bad temper
LEDGER
& TINILS
.Singin* Spurs.- it Hr. 2 Mini
with mighty army, and Pitt's 7middle and light - heavyweight evidently was contagious. It wasn't
Feature Starts. 1:54-3:211-4.584:3111.
nothing
win
over
heavily-favored
boxieg
telent long before the British criticized
crowns Arid young
8 02-9:34.
Penn State were just a few of the
was slow to develop that heavy- the whole affair as an irdsrnational
CAPITOL THEATRE
surprises. But you couldn't call
weight champ Joe Louis decided to tea party. And the Scandinavians
-Carolina Moon ' .1 Hr 4 Min .
it a thrilling season.
keep fighting even though ix- want- didn't like the Sv4iss Snow.
No one team 'or player caught
Feature Starts 11.22-12.53-2:24-3:55.
ed to retire The competition was so
rventuaily the games got under- the public's imagination like Netre
S26-S:57-2:2$-9 50
easy.
we; . and the U. S. team made its Dame did as a team when it playOur amateur teams stars kept greetest showing in the history of ed those stneitie schedules. Or as
the Davis Cup in this country but ,,lymr!r winter competition. Young Blanchard and Davis did when
showed little promise while doing Dick Buttioia victory in the men's they romped for Army a few year.
it. The experts agreed that veter- figure skating and a win in the back.
ans such as Frank Parker and Billy women's slalom by pretty Gretchen
Talbert are on the way out; yeung- Fraser paced the 1: S. to a thirdLedger & Times Classified Ads
sters like Bob Falkenburg and Pan-'
cho Gonzales, still a year or so
away.
Stone promoters blamed telsvision. Others' weren't talking. A few
--Dsin Topping of the New York
Yankees and Ned Irish of New
York's Madison .Square Garden,
approved of television. Actually.
none of them was sure what tete•
vision would do to sports in the
future. Only time will tell whether
television is a Frankenstein at the
box-office or the greatest boen to
sports staice radio.
Now for a rundown of the '48
sports scenes.
Baseball still showed sit;r1s if its
war-time rustinesa, but the thrills
wer2 therein the National league, Bill
,Southworth was the "Mitaule Man."
Southworth took a squad .4 castoffs and aging veterans to give the
Boston Braves their first pennant
since 1914. The &fending champs
from. Brooklyn arid the co-favorite
St.Louis Cardinals made is fight
of it before fading in the last
monthn'he Cardinals Were too old:
Brooklyn's rookies failed to stay on
the pace.
Ths American league race was a
Boston and Cleve] ind ended in a tie with the We, York
Yanks only a few percentage points
behind them in third place. When
the chips were down in the playoff
at Boston. the Indian; had it. Lefty
Gene Bearden knuckle-balled Cleveland into the World Series with
it 9 teel..Win over the Bo-Sox. Cleveland managj and shortstop Lou
Boudreau, led the Indian batters In
this altimportant game with two
homers, ene of the many,reasons
he wes seited the American )ague
most valuable player for:the year.
Cleveland went into the series
a I-to-3 faecal.? over the Braves
'for several reasons.
Tobacco-Chewing Johnny Satin
`4.
shutout Cleveland one-nothing in
the opener at Boston. And the Braves tommyhawked the Indians 11-5
In ths fifth esme. Both Titres Bob
teller was the losing pitcher. Bob
lest a tallith one in that first game.
Re pitched a two-hite s end tort
when umpire Bill Stwirt
d
the biggest rhubarb of the series
by calling Phil Mae: sift- c, Cleveland's pick-off atteinpt. Missi scored
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To all our many friends!

May you enjoy a truly MerrY Christmas

Minimum Investment

And a Happy New Year

Filled with joy and plentyli
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Today In Science

cost of living, shortages of vineOne designer, at a showing this shipment, and in packagin
g fruits..1-William Carter and daughter, Mrs.
covered . cottages, male skill in week, featured,
brown as the most and vegetables.
I Terrell Hayden and .daughter in
Surgical Miracle
I ducking, and feminine coyness. It's sea-worthy color. But
she put white, Gift Tip
FOR SALE-Girl's bicycle, used FOR RENT-Nice new
afternoon all railed on Mr. and Mrs.
An amazing surgical operation
I been a bad leap year in Chicago, white velvet as a matter
5-room
of fact.
very little; girl's twin raincoats, house, garage, Jewel
ell. •
There are 6 more shopping days A L
in New York, in Washington. The in the swim also.
oil heat, nice is reported today from Hamburg
. . Bazz
gray satin finish. Sizes 10 and 14; kitchen cabinets and hardwood in Germany.
nation's capital reports marriage
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Netvsuma
She says that it won't, be long -until Christmas and here is toskirts, dresses, size 9-10.-- Mrs. floors. Located three blocks
licenses at a four year low.
south
A 37-year-old surgeon, Dr. Theobefore you'll be accepting velvet as day's gift shopping suggestion, a and children were Sunday afterGeorge Hart, 304 North Fourth of Main street near college.
Own- dor Herr, says he cut out his qwn
A
United
swim-sui
Press
t material, just as not too novelty gift for the man or woman noon callers of Mr. and Mrs. G. L.
reporter
asked
Ring
Out
Tbe
Old
street.
on your list who smokes. It's a Bazzell.
D23c er will rent this property for 12 appendix yesterday afternoon
. DO You'd havr thought the nation's i several prominent bachelor girls long ago you learned to .accept
small brass-finished cigarette cona • Cpl and Mrs. Robert Guthrie and
FOR SALE-Walnut mantel-Col- months at reasonable rent. If in- Herr says he worked without a bachelor girls woUld have used a why they didn't take advantage of the strapless bathing suit'.
This designer has used velvet tamer that for all appearances isdea daughters spent part of past week
onial design, superior quality - terested see or call Baucum Real mirror while lying on his side on 1948 to reap an exceptional harvest leap year and get married. The list
1)21k the operating table. A nurse and of husbands, cqnsideri
includxt Miss America of '48 who treated so that it nLver really gets smaU desk or table lamp. But push with home folka.
0
Mrs. George Hart. 304 North 4th Estate Agency, phone 122.
ng it's leap
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Charlton
said she's too young; actress Ann wet, just sheds the Water instead the shade down, and up pops his
an assistant gave him some help. year.
stseet.
D23c FOR RENT-Two room unfurnishspent part of the past week with
Sheridan who says jokingly that of absorbing it. In addition to white, or her favorite brand.
He says he sewed up the incision
But
here
it
nearly
is
time
ring
to
ed
apartment
. Hot and cold wa.home folks.
FOR SALE-Just outside of city on
himself, and got up immediately out the old and ring in a new non- boyltriend Steve Hannegan keeps she makes velvet suits in bronze Household Hint
Sundar afternoon callers of Mrs.
Lynn Grove Highway, 5-room ter all time. Private entrance. In- after the operation.
sayBg "no"; and Margaret Truman, and brown. The theme of brown
Here is today's household hint,
leap
year.
And
the
reports
are
dishouse with bath, garage attached quire. at Ledger is Times office New Dental Help
wild isn't talking.
a tip for making festive, looking Algie Tidwell were: Mr. and Mrs.
for
bathing
is
repeated
in
bronzecouragin
g
for
the
women
who
were
•
tf
to house. One 4-room house-on if interested.
plaid cottons made into bras and iced drink coasters. Use scissors or Freed Tucker and children, Mrs.
Two new techniques for reducing so confident when 1948 began. It's Fashion Notes
same lot. Lot 200 foot frontage on FOR RENT-Si
shorts,
tooth
plus a beach coat that is pinking shears to cut' out bells, Otho Tuck...a and Mary Tucker, Mr.
decay
were
described
been
today
dismal
a
12 months for rox room home, duYea may still be in the throes of
highway, 500 feet deep. This is a plex style;
quilted all over and lined with ter- poinsettias or stars from red and arid Mrs. J. T. Tidwell and daughgood garage; large lot. before the Greater New York Den- mance.'
Christmas shopping. But Ihe way
ter.
green blotting paper.
sorrier lot and can be subdivided- See or call 1062
lthatever caused it, marriages many department stores see it, be- ry cloth.
or 547-J. Located tal Society.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Potts and
Murray Land Co., phone 1062; on North 6th
Dr. Leon Lieber described a met- dropped in 1948 throughout the fore long you will be shdpping for Canned Goods and Cost of Living
St.
DI8c
da
ter were night callers of Mr.
W. C. Hays, phone 547-J.
D18c
hod of brushing the teeth after each country, for the second straight bathaig suits, either for a resort
An official of the National Canan
. Lyman • Dixon.
FOR RENT-Three rooms, furnish- meal
yerrr.
The
experts
think
it
may
have
junket
with
an
this
ners
ammoniu
winter
Associati
for
or
m
says
the
cornon
canned foods
preparaSALE--4-bedroorn house, gas ed. with private bath, furnace
Mr. nd Mrs. Eugene Carter and
heat. tion. He said the method reduced been a combination of things-high Mg summer.
today
are
a better bargain than beMr. and Mrs. Herman Cude and daughters, Mrs. Carter's brother
hest. Modern in every respect, 1200 Main
St.
DIEtc decay by as much as 35 percent.
fore the war.
con spent Sunday with Mr. and all of Pa. are spending a few days
large lot. near college. Sec or call
Dr.
Bernard Gottlieb, now of
Carlos Campbell, associate secre- Mrs. 011ie Snow,
Murray bind Co. Phone 10A, or FOR RENT-New five room house,
with home folks.
Baylor University at Waco, Texas.
tary, says that comparatively speakDan Lamb is improving.
V. C. Hark phone 547-J.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
D18c just outside city limits on New
ing canned food prices have risen
C1C.113113 M:e7fA1 A
Mr. and Mrs. Deward Warren and Ri-,bert L. Bazzell were: Mr. and
AlAt0511
Concord highway. See L. P. Hen- Old of a method of protecting the
33 -slips gradually
Nqz
1-Cuahlon
Z_
OWE L.
ACROSONIC PIANOS - Today's don or call
teeth from decay by coating them
downward
but ncit nearly so fast as the aver- daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
82.
Leon Cude. Mrs. Luther McClain. Mr. and Mrs.
4-Part of church
D20c
35-1.tparicee cola
infinest spinet, Baldwin-Designed,
with a solution of zinc chloride
age income. Campbell cites bureau Mr. and Mrs. Andy Pea
8-A Pour substance
38-Fain hair
spent Sun- Revt-:1 Haneline and daughter and
TtEN
T
12-010.
name
38-Ceremonies
Baldwin-built, Baldwin-guaranteed FOR RENT-3 room apartment, followed by a coat of potassium
labor
of
statistics
to
prove
his
day
with Mr. and Mrs. Truman Mr. arid Mrs. Ral
13- Circuit of track
39-Petti ruler
Wilford and
1121
Feezle Piano Sales 622 Broadway available January 1-Mrs. W. V. ferrocyanide. This method is being
statement.
t pi
42-Sate
Pea.
others.
CIA
14-Not one
43-Quotes
Paducah, Ky.
used
He
says
Gingles,
you
can
widely
mile
1
get
to
north
by
25
33
dentists in New
of Penny,
D2Ic
Mrs. Esther Smith was Sunday
15-Cont rasp.
4.8-T18Pter
17-Dirk
per cent more canner fruits and dinner guest of Mr. and
or call 444-W.
47-Fragrance
DIE
N/1D R
lp York City. The results so far are
Mrs. Gar15-Italian coin
FOR SALE - Beautiful Cocker
44-Where ships are
vegetable
said to be promising.
with
s
'Nt
what the bread- nett Adams and daughter.
•
IS-S.hailed
built
We'd Like To Be
Spaniel
puppies.
The perfect
20-010'. name
NA !OMR
winner' earns now, than you could Mrs. Ethel Darnell
52 -Fairy
Lung Cancer Relief
and Mrs. YOUR GROCERMAN
23-Wooden pin
53-Rock fish
Christmas gift. All colors, all
DATE -2
with wages during the five years Ethel Stone were callers
Three new early tests for lung
25-gneere
54-Song
one
after1••
ages, $10 and up-Manley Ken27-To °biter,'
55-Identical
just before the war.
cancer-which kills 15,000 Amerinoon the past week of Mr. and Mrs.
28-To Imitate
54-Worthless
14CICZU
nels, McKenzie, Tenn. Telephone
What's New
31-Newiy married
cans
each
A.
tearing,
L.
year-wer
Bazzell.
e
described
ROWLAND Refrigeration Sales and
WOrnt
4103.
57 -Female sheep
D24c
A new liquid plastic ,has been
DOWN
Misses Attie'and Carlene Lamb
Service. Supplies. Phone 9934. today in San Franciso before the
developed just in time for the holi- spent Sunday with
Radiologi
cal
Society
of
North
FOR SALE OR TRADE by owner- Hazel Highway, one block south
Mr. and Mrs.
1-lloccasto
2 5
/
.1
c . I. I
q
tO ll
days, to keep your Christmas tree Earl Lamb and family.
4-Puss
America.
New house in Murray. Four rooms. of Sycamore Street.
tf
4-To obstruct
looking
good
as
•
new
right
on
One
Sunday
of the new tests involves
dinner guests of Mr and
4-Turkish regiment
It
44,
bath. hall. large closets down/3
through New Years.
4-8elmon tpl I
Mrs. Jennings Turner and family
slniturn samples and was described
2 rooms finished upstairs. Electric
II-Utters
The
manufact
,7
urer
claims
the were: Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Carter
by Dr. Seymour Farber. Dr. Morti7-Worm
hot water tank, built-in cabinets.
plastic can add days to the life of and sons, Mr., Mrs.
III-Handles
mer Benioff and Dr. K. McGrath,
Eugene Carter
1214 West Main
hardwood floors, wired for elec11--Comparee
tree
the
and keep the needles from and daughters, Mrs. Carter's
all of the University of California.
10-Arrow whim
Phone 375
brotric stove. Possession with deed. WANTED
9 "
11-Act
dropping off to mess the floor.
-Pin boys 18 and over. A long-needle technique
ther from Pa. and Mr. and Mrs.
of getting
V la n
%
See George Linn, Murray Rt. 2. Inquire
24
25
14-Woolen clout of
at Murray Bowling Cen- tissues for microscop
It's applied ,with an ordinary
tartan pattern
ic examination
near Almo Heights.
19 -Tn declare
13111p ter,
household sprayer, and quickly
26 ,,,V1- 21
D21c to discover lung cancer was
X
under oath
desr43
forms a film at room temperature.
20-Orabs
WANTED-Want to buy improved cribed by Dr. George Rosemund,
21-Monner
55
52 0
.
54
51
The maker says that during tests.
Dr. W. E. Burnett and Dr. J. H.
21-Heavy shower
farm consisting of 100 to 200 acres,
evergreen trees kept in a roorri,at
26-Lamprey
.7758
W44.
49
26-tft•
located on all weather road and Hall, all of Philadelphia.
85 degrees remained looking newly29 -Point of namrner
An x-ray test for tumors of the
4111.••=r34, wo
power line.
Box 52, Paducah,
head
cut for 10 days and longer, Whereas
4i42
.
Ph /
.
acoustic
nerve
for
lung
2U-Aco.ai
cancer
being
was
Ky.
D22c
trees not treated began to shed
32-Talc of respect
described by Dr. Philip Hodes. Dr.
\VI'S
I
:06
fa 7,14.i
-4-Devoutness
needle in three days The manufacENIX CARPENTER SHOP - Re- Eugene Pendergrass and Dr. Barton
17-To collect
turer explains the fillet seals in the
40-11aglir nest
1.7
,.
40 50 50
"..
ire IV
finagling and cabinet building, at Young of Philadelphia.
41-Tip
moisture present in the trees., It
43-Polleentew tatang•
Mason/ibis
prices.
Telephone Tropical Expedition
carf be applied "to *rest* Iiiitt Otter
44-Ilental Image
A
Navy
118I-R.
medical team arrived in
D22p
44-PONODOila tree
same results.
SEED
48-11tandIng room
Philadelphia after an eight-montn
99Sb1
f
c/7
The maker also plans to use
only abbe i
COMPANY
trip to Africa to study tropical
Clever, the Chinese
49-Bevera5e
the new plastic for protection of
50-Uncooked
Moo ftr
••••••. Ormilogia.
-Buyers and Sellers
CANTON, China (UP -When the diseases.
81-To color
trees, bulbs and flowers during ‘,
They traveled through 15 coun•
finance
control
ALL KINDS OF
bureau
began
tries
by
truck
and
jeep,
collecting
NANCY
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS checking up on flaancail tranac- animals and insects and observing
Starfish
tains here, it announced that teleBy Ernie Bnahmillee
diseases
among
the natives.
•
phone lines of exchange brokers
The
expeditio
n was jointly sponwould be tapped to catch violaters
We Are Headquarters
BUT I'M POSITIVE
sored by the Navy and the Univerof
exchange
regulations.
for Seed Cleaning
The
THE SNOW
'brokers are still carrying on their sity of California. They went South•
SHOVELS
transactions-by carrier pigeons. ward overland from Egypt to Capetown and came borne on the cruiser
NEW LOCATION
ARE OUT
Across Street From Murray
Wage credits toward Old-Age Huntingdon.
IN THE
Prise Awards
and Survivors Insurance protection
Stockyards
AGE
Six scientists have been given a
are now, being earned quarters by
Tolephes• III
total of $21,000 in prize money by
more than 49.001.000 employees.
•the American Academy of Arts and
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1•••••••••0000000 Sciences fur research
in diseases of
• the reproductive organs
• The six are Dr.
W. J. Kolff of
•
• Holland, Professor Guy Marrian
of Edinburgh. Scotland. Professor
Selman Waksman of Rutgers University, Dr. George Papanicolaou
of Cornell University, Dr. Alexander Gutman of New 'York City
and Gr. Charles Huggins of the
University of Chicago.

For Rent
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A Column
For Women

Coldwater News

roR

CROSSWORD PUZZLE s,'.wI:a

Wain&
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Services Offered

Groceries
Fresh Fruits
Vegetables
Meats

Hatchett's Grocery

Wanted

Christmas Fireworks
HAYS FOOD
MARKET
16th and Main

-

WE SELL

RUBBER STAMPs
Ledger & Times

PARKER

I

eAR

When You

.•

Need

•

PRINTING II
See Uti About It!

Crops to Get Break
CLEVELAND
UP I -Wild animals are likely to steer clear of
farmers' erotic The
Goodrich
Chemical Co. reports that prolong"ed tests of a new animal repellent
at Swan Island. Me.. wild life refuge have proved it repels grazing
wild life after they chew a few
treated leaves.

.
3
LETTERHEADS

ENVELOPES
HANDBILLS
POSTERS
TICKETS
CANDIDATE CARDS
RULED FORMS
PRICE LISTS
•

AV

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
WEDDING INVITATIONS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
RUBBER STAMPS
INFORMAL NOTE PAPER
BOOKLETS
CATALOGUES
LEDGER SHEETS
BANK CHECKS

ABBlE aa SLATS
YOU RECOGNIZE
MY FACE, OF

COURSE?

.44

Hot Idea
HESTER,
BILLINGS. YOU
RECOGNIZE THAT

Sy Iltasbuni Van Burn,
DON'T YOU EVER GO TO THE
MOVIES?

NAME, OF COURSE?

SURE.' AIN'T
MISSED A
WESTERN
PICTURE IN

Enough to Stare a Mao
ST LOUIS UPI-John W-. Thompson plopped a loaded I5-pound
bomb into his truch and nonchalantly drove to-the naval airport
station. He told officers he found
the bomb in the house he had
leased. He was informed that the
bomb was the anti-personnel type
and would have exploded if the
truck had gone overa severe bump.

TWENTY
YEARS.

F.

About 90.000,000 living persons
have Federal Social Security account.

1

0011.

Lrl. ABNER

b, U.1.
-:§••••••• h-4•••••
S Pot 00 -.11
•••••••/

BATHING

SUIT
PiCTURES':

ETA-161

They're Off !!

'
0-Sr ASP,SO 1/0'IS GONNA
AM'Ll.TAKE OUT LIFE INSURANG
DRENCH YCRESELF IN GASOLINE, -KILL MAHSELF-AN'TICPWSET YORESELF AFLAME,
MEWS WILL SUPPORT Tr
AN' LEAP FL)M A TREE_
BRIDE AN'GROOM F0114'
WHISTLIN''TH. BURNIN. 0'
REST O'THAR LIFTS!!
ROM EL'.f.r-VERN( N ICE PP
DOES MILT SA1ISFY
BUT,'v-/HUT IS YO'GONNA
DO T' MAKE TH' WEI2DIN'
OPIUSUA1-?,

SHE ISN'T IN 1

WESTERN PICTURES:: SHE'S
THE SWIMMING
STAR IN ALL
THOSE

By Al Capp
VOPHAiN'T LI'L
ABNERP.
r-1/01;-IS TM'CAVE GAL.'.'
-TM' ONE ‘../1-IICH

LOOKS LIKE
WNW'S La.
ABNER?

HE WERE TH'
ONE VO' LEFT
IN TI-I' QUICKSAND.
--S/Cfseil.X BUT
SHOREl,,V, SINKIN'

INTO THE.T
SUFFoCATIN'

LE'S GIT
HIM/7 WE
MAY STILL SAVE
HIM,BEFO'

SUNSET.7

SLIME.
r..r

•

.
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North Fourth Street

Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice CO.
Telephone 64
We Deliver
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•
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Club News

omens Pa„cre
iftv

Activities

Locals

Weddings

PHONE 374-M

Office for Food and Feed Conservation Suggests:

to this needy family.
Magazine Club
Minor project lesson on conduct
Has Meeting On
in traveling was given by Mrs.
A. D. Stark.
Clothing lessons (fitting probThe Harris Grove Homemakers lernsi was given by the leaders,
Club met at the home of Mrs.-Cody Mrs. Rex Brown and Mrs. G. P.
Hughes.
eight
Taylor December 14 with
The club also decided to send
members present. The house was
s Bill Weather to Lexington for
called to order by the president, Mr•
Farm and Home Week.
Mrs. Taylor.
Gifts were exchanged from a
Devotional was given by Mrs.
beautiful Christmas tree. Christmas
Moffitt.
Roll call was made by the secre- carols were sung and refreshments
tary, Mrs. Rex Brown and answered served by Mrs. Taylor.
The next meeting will be in the
by "One of My family's customs at
home of. Mrs. Ernest Smith JanuChristmas."
Miss Rowland discussed the three ary 12 at 1:30. All members
goals that each club should achieve: urged to be present.

••,(7% _
I• f

f'

A PEACE PLATE: FOR TODAY

Thursday, Dec. 16

•••

Save VIteal!Save Meat! Save ,'-`0'se Peace!
FRIDAY PEACE PLATE

•

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 18, 191R

THE LEDGER & TIMES. MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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..ricis a rtr, cup brown sugar
For a fish nteal that dcn,
- egg yolks plus 1 whole egg
repeat performance on your dinner
2 cups sifted Boar
table, try baked fish steaks spread
teasporm salt
2 teaspoons baking powder
with sharp ebeese flavored with
1 cap milk
minced parsley and onion. Here
Menages.. made from 2 egg whites
is a Friday Peace Plate that cornea
cop brown sugar
and
with the high recommendation of Si cap ektgliped peanuts
nutritionists because hsh provide Blend fat. peanut butter and vanilla add 1 cup of sugar, cream•
excellent protein and minerals as Graduallv
tog tritil light and fluffy. Add eggs
well. This alatc also delights the beaten with remaining 13 cup sugar
food economist because by dung Sift ay ingredients together anti add
with milk to the peanut
fish homemakers can help lessen alternately
butter mixture. Put batter In lughth
the demand for our shrinking meat greased muffin pans, cover with ere
supplies. And economists' tell us :Immo and sprInkie with chopped pea
nuts. Bake in a moderate oven .350-F
this lessening of consumers' de- r
pa
Mraskesare111 t
.,
arkeaabliot25
mand will help to bring down meat
2'beot e
MuMn
prices.
suited to this mixture than a loai pan
relatively
low
in
which
are
Fish
FOOD TIPS: Note that the pearar
fat. such as halibut, haddock, and butter makes it possible to reduce
cod are good buys for this dish. the fat in the cake recipe atid cook
-ri.eese and fat, brushed over the ing fats are still prominent on out
fish..add the fat which the fish lack, list of scarce foods to be used spar
ring baking. ingly. while, fortunately, peanut
prevent drying eut
ars,
and add flavor as well.
butter is plentiful.
lisections for preparing say to
Proteins and Vitamin B come
salt the steaks, rub with lemon and richly in peanut butter, too, and
cover with a spread made from so nutritionists highly recommend
two parts of .n-ft snappy cheese to it. As a spread for bread, it helps
one part of table tat. Minced pars- build up the nutrients which wheat
ley and onion may be added if de- lacks. This is well tg know in view
sired. Bake in a greased baking ,:f the wide pot:alai-1u of the peanut
dish in a moderate even (3.50*F.) butter sandwich, especially with
for about 25 minutes. Serves 4.
youngsters.
Peanut butter is quite .a ConcenDIEM' SEGGEMON: Try escalk pod canned tomatoes to add color trated food, so good cooks like to
and zest, and potatoes prepared combine it with other foods, changwith a cream sauce. A salad of ing itsaexture and making it more
shredded red and green cabbage easily digested. Do-et overlook
makes an interesting variation. A some of the interesting ways to
delicloas dessert, one the children use peanut butter: blended with
will like, is peanut butter cup cakes cooked egg yolks in deviled egg*:
served with a compote of canned combined with chopped celery and
pickles into balls for a salad gargreengage lurns and cherries.
PEANUT BETTER CUP CAKES nish; added to baking powder biscuit, two tablespeons cf peanut
rap fat
butter and ne tablespoon of tat Sc
la cup peanut butter
teaspoon

/

a1

Childrens Corner

FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
The Friendly Church
George W. Bell, Minister
9:30 A.M. Sunday School
10:50 A.M. Morning Worship
6:00 P.M. College Vespers at the
Church
6:00 P.M. Youth Fellowship
7:00 P.M. Evening Service
Intermediate MY.?., Mrs. T. L
Gregory, counselor. Youth M.Y.F.
(16-23i
Wesley
Foundation for
College StudentTaliespers on Sun
day evening, 6:00, Mrs. Shelby
Hadden, Student Secretary.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
10th and Main
Wendell H. Hone, Pastor
Sunday
9:30 a.m.—Sunday School.
Alvin Harrell, Superintendent
1P:45 am.—Morning Worship
6:00 p.m—Training Union.
7:00 p.m.—Evening Worship
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.—Mid-week Prayer Service and Bible Study
'This Church with a warm
welcome"

COLLEGE PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
1603 Main Street
Samuel C. McKee, Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday Church School.
10:00 a.m. Miss Ella Weihing's
Bible Class for College Students.
1100 a.m. Worship Service.
4:30 p.m. Senior High Fellowship.
4:30 p.m. Westminster Fellowship iCollege Students)
Wednesday 7:30-8:15 p.m. MidWeek Service.

College
Calendar

Ca

vice
• dunii
Th
at L

•

noon —
December 18, Saturday
Christmas vacation begins.
January 3, Monday — Classes resume.

1. That our two leaders go to
Shoe Thee Foiled
every training lesson.
2. That each club member make
ST. LOUIS (UPI—The thief who
stole five sample cases from the
THE CHRISTMAS WISH
dispose of it. It is fit only for a dress.
3. That we all show our dress in auto of Edwin J. Freimuth. shoe
By !octet Lassiter
kindling"
style revue.
,s91ti§rnan, didn't get much, as is
In a cheery living room. there I The' candle was equally unlucky!
The club adopted a family in. usual in such thefts. There were
once was a tall candle- taper, a His home was that of the Mayor,
Holland and plane to send clothing 1-17 shoes all for the right foot.
MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
lovely holly wreath and a beautiful! and true to his wish he graced the
Sixth and Maple Streets
golden( star. In one corner, in all end of a lovely table, but the
Ending TODAY
John H. Brinn, Minister
it's stately glory and beauty stood mayor's wife was .haughty. internBible School at 9:40 a.m.
the lovely Christmas tree. In the pered lady, with bejeweled hands.
GENE AUTRY
Worship with communion at
fire place blazed a cheery fire of The butler had no consideration for
10:50
a
m.
and
7:00
p.m.
.pting the house with his feelings and let him burn so
in
cedar logs, sce
Wednesday:
Mid - week
Bible
a Christmas-y smell.
long that the wax ran down his
study
at
7:00
p.m.
with
classes
for
"CAROLINA
It was Christmas eve and the sides. Then when a draft blew the
all ages.
faint echoes of Noels being sung blaze out. the Mayor's wife tossed
FIRST
CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
by the children drifted into the the candle angrily into the ash can!
MOON
"
Robert E. Jarman. Minister
room, and all the time the fireThe star, far, far above the earth.
9 30 a.m. Church School. Classes
light leapt and played on the stockDistributed by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
s unhappy too. It was silent and
for all age groups. Auburn
ings, hung carefully on the mantle
and very scared, when ho
"and so Ann has at last come to
Wells, General Supt., and Mrs.
SUNDAY
SEVENTEEN
CHAPTER
piece. Outside the frosty window, looked down, down, into space. The
her senses and promised to marry
R. L. Wade. Children's Supt.
NN reached the Courier Of- you."
the snow in great white stars. other stars jeered at him calling
and Monday
10:50 am. Morning Worship Serlice a little fter two. But
Lyn bent and kissed Sarah's
drifted aimlessly down. Sounds of him a fraidy-cat. and the moon
';
"'••••k,
vice
with
a
sermon
by
the
mindistant sleighbells could be heard glared at him angrily. He trussed if she hoped TO escape Tracy's cheek with a grace that nad In it
ister and special music by the
through the sighing of the wind. It the notsesand excitment of the liv- -_eagle eye because of all the) something almost a little oldfaahioned and that Sarah Liked
choir under the direction of the
was a beautiful night!
ing room, and the minutes dragged atirry and activity she Was dis- and appreciated.
choir director, David Gowans.
-Well, Cm not sure that promappointed. for he had obviAll the Christmas emblems htmg like years.
5:00 p.m. Christian Youth Felproves
she
has
wino
to
marry
me
hangwas
no:
silently in' the big room, waiting
wreath
for
At home. the
)usty been Watching
lowship under the adult supersilently - 4or the jolly old fellow ing contentedly in the window, and now he yelled her name. come to her senses or lost them
vision of Mrs. H. C. Corn.
completely." Lyn agreed uehtly,
who would arrive at midnight. The just waiting for Santa. although and With a heart that sank a his eyes very warm and blue 'But
6:30 p.m. Disciple Student Felfirelight None on the green and he thought he might be missing ,
IIrt.
otry,..
le In spite of her, she it certainly proves ma colossal
lowship meets at the Disciple
red balls that adorned the cedar something. But he had heard the N'D.sSed to htm.
good luck! I don't deserve it of
.center under the direction of
course — but — I'll try my very
tree, and the star from it's loftly., people say he was the prettiest
Mrs.' E. L. Noel ,Jr, student
'Well?' ne demanded eagerly.
New Starr
perch at the top of the tree twink- wreath on the street, as he twink- 'usgreen eyes alh.e. "Where's the ciarndest to make her happy Aunt
director.
1111
,
6.-ife
Sarah!"
led down at all the other orna- led out at them!
7:30 p.m. Wednesday. Mid-Week
Later. outside. in Lyn's car he
MADMEN
BY
any
"There
Isn't
Spinett Piano
ments.
evenly.
She said
said soberly. "I'm sorry Precious.Worship Service with a sermon
Then suddenly. just as the star
A
"Isn't this a nice place.- said the was about to fall, the chest w is ,tory Ann looked at him puzzled
each week by the minister.
he
olazea
and
eyes
Tracy's
"Why
for
"Sorry." she repeated
mistletoe that hung above the desaa being chopped to bits, and the
2:00 p.m. Saturday Choir Reaarked sharply "What In olazes goodness' sake?"
"I car think of no place that I had candle was being carried away. the
A
hearsal.
10 you mean — there isn't any
feel a bit guilty at
"Didn't
you
rather be."
magic stroke sounded, and thcre ;tory 9letting Sarah believe our engage"Well I can — Exclaimed the they were, right back in their
St Leo's Cathotie Church
-It's Just as Julie said." she told ment was on the level? I did ne
A
tree.
-My
aratation
has
Christmas
noise,
heard
a
confessed
with a little wrx gran'
'
North Twelfth Street
places! There too. was Santa with um quietly -She
"Well. yes I did Lyn though we
alaass been to be a cedar chest in his pack of toys smiling happily end Dan went to Investigate. and
Services are he:ct each Sunday
could safely have told net the
some lovely lady's room, and to as he placed them around the free- —well ma gun went et!"
at 9 o'clock.
Tracy leaned melt and studied truth! Sarah is a trump — she'd
hold all her treasures."
-Ho! HO! I heas...you all got your ier curiously by a tong moment. understand. Ann pointed out.
"I", said the taper. -Would rather
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Lyn nodded. 'I snow—want me
Christmas wish.- He laughed. -Do end there was aneer and contempt
be an elegant tall taper in a golden
Dr. H. C. Chiles
Pastor
any of you want to change for n his oes and after a mament he to tell you the real reason I didn't
candlestick I don't know why I
!A
aid grimly "So there wasn't any want Sarah to know that it's only
Rudolph Howard
Music Director
keeps"
a
aory! And ydu want to be a news- a make-believe engagement?" he
was made into an ordinary candle.
Dorothy Brizendine _ Student Sec'y
a
And you may be sure they were saper woman!"
asked almost shyly
I would like to adorn the table of
Mary Martha Junes _ Church Seey
quick to reply "NO."
"Why?"
asked
Ann
puzzled
"But I don't want to be a mucksome rich society lady. and shed a
W. C. Elkins
S. S. Supt.
He
grinned
disarmingly
"Be'tab'
:along scandal - mongering
soft glow on rich linens and lovely
I • end of the
T. U. Director
New Starr Spinett Piano! • Experienced Dri•ers
a porter writing lies that lust cause I'm hoping that if only you Stanford Audrus
ante,mint thrillsilver." With a resentful glance
Morning Services
iarely manage to evade the libel and I know It's make-believe you
ag manhunt kads
Cars
around the nearly-bare room he
may forget it—and suddenly It'll
• Safe
9:45
of aloe! that
ass." she reminded him curtly
Sundly School
Has longer strings, larger
tude stark urror
flickered scornfully.
He was silent for a tone mo- be real! I'd—like it a whole neck
10:50 ___ Morning Worship Service
would
Ann
of
a
lot
if
you
Prompt
Service
•
nent and then ne straightened
4.`
—brutal
The tinsel star spoke next. "Why,
sound board, heavier ac'vesting Services
She slid her nand through his
us chair reached into the basket
murder!
oh why must I -Only be a tinsel star!
0:15
Training Union
arm arid for a moment rested her
Courteous
memo
Treatment
•
whipped
out
a
reside
n:m
tion with easier touch.
It would be so nice to be a real
Evening Worship
Miss Vada Dean Miller. &Ligh- end said sharply "There's a meet- cheek lightly against his shoulder
7:30
star, hanging high in the heavens ter of Mr. Roy Miller of Cuba. be- rut of the Ladies *id of St Bar"I—wish I could, Lyn.".she adION-Week Services
As low as
AS NEAR AS YOUR
and twinkling down at the earth came the bride of Mr. All'a Keith iaby's this afternoon. Suppose you mitted honestly.
7:30
Prayer Meeting
He
healtated
a
moment
and
then
story
ought
That
sort
of
people!
How
'over
It
wonderful
that must Harris. son of Mr C G. Harris of
TELEPHONE
Each Sunday evening service is
he said anxiou.sly "Is there — a
S485.00
about
your
speed"
o
be
be:"
broadcast
Brown's Grove, in a morning cerechance. Ann? I mean—there Isn't
A
Tracy turned away from ner to anybody you like better
Then all eyes turned to the holly mony on Saturday. November 27.
A
— at the
With Bench
✓
The Old Reliablo
clan.orous
phare
and
sick
up
a
A
wreath that hung in the window.
Bro. John B. Hardeman. of the Van walked back to her desk blind moment?"
a
Ann made nerself laugh and
"Well, to tell the truth, rveallways Church of Christ. performed the
Free Deliv.:'ry
vitt) tears of anger
A
said lightly. "Of course not stllyr
avan:ed to be a wreath and brigh- double ring ceremony in his home
TODAY
But when she came back into
"Good!
Then I'll go on hoping!"
ten some cheerless room. And be- at 1000oo'clock.
he office late in the afternoon. said Lyn happily. .
w
ti
Harry Edwards
sides it would be useless to be dis(ONE DAY ONLY)
Mr. Jarn,,s N. Harris, brother of end found him temporarily tree of
contented, so why not just try ta the groom, was best man, and Mrs. eher claims, she walked back to
808 S. 5th St.
•
E STAHRTED the car and as
us desk laid down the brief story
be thg very best wreath that I can!" Harris was matron of honor.
they turned from the drivePhone 44:1
Us His warpath for howls, hilinks and thrills! .""•6%irc"•
ebout the Ladies' Aid meeting, and
He was greeted by a chorus of
The bride.wore a street length aid quietly. "Will there be any- way into the street that was
Paducah,. Ky.
throbbing
with
light
and
life
at
jeerirg laughter. Contented to he dress of black voile with velvet time else. Mr Driscoll?"
, A
this dinner hour, he looked down
sglintergigeglgirgegitegailtstatwitiglgrty
a holly wreath! How queer'
"After the way you flopped on at her and said anxiously, "Tired..
bodice. She wore an orchid cor)1;
1147111 SPURS
Suddenly the firelight was dirri- sage. The matron of honor chase a he Barton case?" he snapped at darling?"
TS
THE HOOSIER 1101 SHOTS
.d by a weird white light. shining street length dress of coffee crepe icr
n owl . it WINS
RIOT (Jun.
"A little," she admitted reluctarbor taut • AID SAC MO MS
"Then Ill get my things to- antly.
:Ind a tiny elfin figure. and there with matching accessories and a
ad SI %LIMA C91111091
tether I imagine the classified ads
A UMW I1C111.1
"That darned job! It's no place
aod the Christmas elf!
corsage of white carnations.
would be about my speed after all. for a girl like you. darling — a
"I heard your wishes. and I am
Those attending and wishing the d ata Marven can move up here— newspaper office—" he exploded
here to grant them. Until five min- couple well were Mr and Mrs. Pet. hat is if you think her health will angrily.
PRESCRIPTIONS
utes before the stroke pf midnight. McDaniel, Mrs. Bunk Sims, Miss sermit" said Ann gently, despite
Ann managed a little laugh
you shall be What you wished to Beatrice McDaniel. Mr. and Mrs. he sneer in her eyes and the taut "That's what they keep telling me
her
jaw
Inc
of
Bt the newspaper office pal!" she
be Theti you will..all return here." Calvert Harris. Mr. Robert Harris
TO THE NORTH.
"I'll decide who moves up here told him wryly "I'm not what you
Then they all felt themselves and Mr. Brooks Harris.
WEST'S WILDEST RODEO I
ma who stays in the clas.sined would call a howling success at it
changing .CHANGING...the ce- ' Immediately after the ceremony ids." he snapped and added curl—at least, they tell me I'm not "
dar chest'4once the:Christmas tree/ the couple left for a short honey- aisly. "And what's wrong with
STALEY TRANSFER COMPANY
"Driscoll was sore about — Dan
AS HE TRAMPLES A
was stationed in a lovely room of moon trip. afters,which they will dis.s Marven's health?"
Barton's shooting?" Lyn's tone
SNARLING. FEAR -CRAZED V101TPACK I
"I wouldn't know." answered made it a statement not a quesa :debutante. He v.-as filled, with make tic home in Michigan.
'inn curtly "Dr. Frazier doesn't tion.
satins. furs, laces and costly jewels:
Mrs. James Harris plan- izscuss his patients with sae."
Mr. a
Moving
"He seemed to feel that Dan
Then the beautiful mistress enter:lad gad a reception in their home at
Tracy stared at her fdl• a mo- should have waited long enough to
the room and crossed over to the 18a2 Le Blanc Avenue, Lincoln nent and then he grinned wick- give us a formal statement of how
chest. How proud he was'"Now she Park. Michigan. on Sunday. De- dly. "Oh. yes — Dr Frazier " he when where, and by all means
MOVING IN 40 STATES UNDER I.C.C.
will tell me how lovely I am." cember 5, in order that friends :aid mildly derision In nis eyes why. before he pulled the trigger."
'Come to think of it. I -oelleve Ann admitted -grimly and said
Thought the chest, but the young might meet Mrs. Harris.
Assa did say something about with a little movement of net
lady petulantly raised the ltd, and
the same
All I.C.C. rates sii.e
wing — er — run-down and over- shoulders. "But let's forget anout
scratched
her
delicate
hand.
,—
it. Lyna Let's have fun'and forget
. "Oh you stubborn chest!" She
"Yes. I Imagine working In the newspapers and their city editors."
PHONE PADUCAH 4833 COLLECT
screamed. violently kicking his
"A sound idea if I ever neard
tlassified ads must be very strenuside, "You always stick or somesus" said Ann in a tone that one." Lyn agreed wholeheartedly
Paducah,
216 Kent,..icky Avenue
Thursday night being 'Cook's
matched his quite neatly.
thing!" She turned vainly to hot
Night Out" in the city It was the
dresar and started brushing her
,,QAP.A11. looking handsome and biggest night of the week at the
hair, when her mother entered.
I The Faxon Homemakers met on
Crating, Storage and Shipping
a almost regal in the severely Driving ("tub: and tonight Lyn and
"My dear, did you hurt your- December 13 at 10 o'clock at the ample olack dinner gown that Ann found a great many of their
self on that silly old chest again?" home of Mrs. Robert Parker for wily Saran and her "little dress- friends having dinner there Sarah
She exclaimed.
have John to their regular monthly meeting. The naker- knee nad been made over had telephoned a few intimate
house was called to order by the several times beamed at Ann and friends after ovine the notice of
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